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By Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor BSlJ-llle Associated Student
Body of Boise State (ASBSU) has
completed
half
of
their
"Opportunities for Involvement"
tour. Response so far has come in
the form of forty students seeking
positions in student govemment.
Directorof Student Lobby, [Eve
Clark and ASBSU President, Mke
Cramer have informed students
about issues such as Public
Interest Research Groups (PIRG),
the fvbrrison center, current BSU
sponsored legislation and other
numerous ASBSU pcsitions.
President Cramer said, "I was
impressed by the students enthusiastic response.
The reason
there has not been student
involvement in the past, has to be
in a large degree with past student
leaders.
It is part of their
responsibility to go out and solicit
candidates. "
'~Clark agrees with Cramer
saying, "Response has been great
everywhere we have gone."

~~/l

VOLUME

Clark organized the campaign
and sees many possibilities for
this informative tour. Clark said,
"The ASBSU President spends the
first nine weeks in office looking
for people to' fill
student
govemment positions. Wth this
type of tour the positions could be
filled in fiftean days.
Specifics discussed centered
on lobbying and campus events.
Cramer stressed the formation.
of. PIRG hereon BSU's campus
and Fred Norman's generous offer
in providing students with the
opportunity to indicate commitment to the fvbrrison Center in the
form of going to a dinner and
show in which proceeds will go to
the fvbrrison Genter.
Clark briefed students on issues
BSU is lobbying for. Discrimination against age groups for car
.insurance,
nuclear
waste
disposal,
equal funding
for
women's sports and open registration are some of the activities in
which the BSU Lobby is getting
involved.
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Galling President Jimmy Garter , Force were outdated when I was in.
the service in the early 1960's."
a "modem-day Rip Van Wnkle,"
said Symms.
Steve Symms said he is glad
According to Symms, the only
Garter finall y recognized the signiway to avoid a confrontation with
ficance of the Russian threat and
the Soviets is to be stronger than
the importance of the Persian gUlf
they are: '~have
got to be the
as a strategic area.
symrns'
strongest on the block," he sald,
statement, in response to Garter's
Symms added he does not supState of the Nation address, came
as he spoke to a group of Boise ' port the drafting of women, ancr
does not support the ERA.
State University Students last
The development of our natural
Friday momlng in the Special
resources is essential to avoiding
E"8nts Genter.
a military confrontation in ·the
Symms .supports Garter's proMddle East, according to Symms. '
posed reorganization of the CIA
'~
must leam to accomodate
"The result of the hearings held by
. Senior Senator church hampered , ourselves with the buming and
mining of coal," he said, "Either it
the CIA's ability to collect human
learning process is an ongoing
have problems budgeting time and
is illegal to bum it ortt is illegal to
Based on the idea that everyone
information," said Symms, reaffair, he said.
have poor test-taking techniques.
mine it almost everywhere, so we can leam, the Boise State Reading
ferring to subsequent Iimitatlons
, The Reading Education Center
go 10,000 miles to import ail."
. Education Center provides reading. •.The goal of the Readin,gEducation
placed upon the CIA. H3 added
has some effective techniques to
Center is to teach people-to read
.syrnms announced his candi- skill classes for all ages, and
that the CIA's ability to collect
help students learn, said Mmns.
effectively., "
'
dacy for the United States Senate careers. '~'re 10sing4{)O stutechnical information was not
They boost the importance of
'~are
all bastcally. functional
two weeks ago, formalizing his
dents
a
year
because
they
can
not
hampered.
reading jnthe student's mind by
illiterates, "said M.Jnns, "because
bid against Senator Frank Church"
make it," said
I<snneth L.
Symms said his support of the
teaching him to budget liis time to
no one can completely assimilate
Symms will risk his tst Distrlct
Mmns, associate professor in
draft is conditional
upon a
handle the readlnq.load.
•
the
readi,ngmateria)
they
come
up
,
Congressional
seat
to
run
for
education.
"INe
should
be
able
to
strengthening of ,our national
New approaches to tests are
against." Nowhere in the school
help them get an eoucatlon.iand
Senate.
defense system. ·,'It Is not proper
. system; from grade school to , a1~0 taught, 'said M.Jnns." M3ny
.~
have. the opportunity to
we want to help them learn."
to' draft young Americans to fight
students fall tests because they
college, are students taught how
start
anewera,"
said
Symms.
The
M3ny
students
kJJowlittle
about
with ineffective military equlpcan't understand important words
to
learn,
said
Mmns.
\fIJ:} are now
"great
society"
era
of
the
1960's
studying,
said
Mmns.
They
rnent.
Some of the bombers
CONTINUE!?
TO PAGE 3
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Idaho Young
Repuhlican
League
Annual
Convention
will
be _held
February
I and 2, in Boise.
Fcamrcd
speakers
will be Congressman
Steve
Svmm s
'and
National
Young
R-epublican Chairman,
Richard Abell.
The confcrence
will organize
leadership for local young Hepublicans
in
every area of the s ta tc .
F~r morc information
contact
Jan
.Io hn s on , 336-5440.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Chris Eynon, Chief
Randy Nettleton
Connie Rosco
Shelly fvtJore
Rose. Long

Ad Layout
Rhonda Boothe, Chief
Danl<nlsky
Laurie fvtJore

.\

The University Arbiter is published weekly by students of
BSU. Contributions
and advertising are solicited; the editors
reserve all rights.
Offices are
located on the 2nd floor of the
SU~.'
Hours 8:30 to 5:00
fvtJnday through Friday.

385-1464.

his' never (00 early (0 line up your
summerjob.
BS U's Office of Career &
Financial
-Services
has a wealth
of
information
concerning
many summer jobs.
Stop by the office in room
1\7 of the Administration
Building.
Student
Union
Building
meeting
rooms are available
free of charge to
any BSU club or organization
currently recognized
by ASBSU as well
as any BSU department.
The rooms
may be rented
by other community
groups at rates based on the type of
group and s ize of room.
For mote
information
and to schedule
rental of
a room, contact
Bonnie at 385-1677.

"From Cradle to Grave" narrated by
Dr. Milton Frie'dman.
1976 Economics
Nobel prize winner and advocate
of
the free-marker
system,
will be presented Fr~day, February I at 9 p.m. on
Channel

.0

e

o

~.

SOUP

SALAD
SANDWICHES

DIEEk
e WINE
e

G

~

SODA

1/2 Dlock So•
.' of University
Of! Broadway,

am to. 9 prn
Fri - Sat 10:30 am to 10 pm

Mon-Thur 10:30

8.

A candidate
orientation
-mecring
'will be held Feb. 11 at 4 p.m. in the
Nez Perce roorn of the SUB. Prirnarv
elec rion s will be held Feb. 17 &
(absentee
voting Feb. 21).
General
elections
arc March 19 &~O (absentee
voting March 13).
•
•

28

The IlSU Travel Club is scheduling
a trip to Seattle during Spring break.
Make your plans now to be a part of
till' group enjoying this city and its
many
cultural
events.
Contact
Bret;da Freeman
at 385-1242 for more
info rma rio n.

M3ry Jane Oresik, Lab technician

Copy Layout

on Feb.

ORGANIZATIONS

Chief'

Berne Jackson,

ASBS U elections
arc approac hing ,
Full-time
students
interested
in
running for ASB Offices can pick up
applications
in the Student
Acriviucs
Office--2nd
floor of the Student Union
Building.
Applications
and petitions
must be turned in no. later than 4 p.m.

President
John Reiser will deliver
his annual
"St atc of the University"
address
on Wednesday,
Jan. 30 at 3
p.m. in the Special Events Center.
Ill' will talk about rhe Fiscal 1981
budget now before the legislarure,
the
s t.uus of thl'Morrison
Center,
and
o t her topics related to BSU.

EDUCATIONAL

Natalie Hermes, the receptionist
in career & Financial Services,
can answer most of your questions about financial aid, help you get
the right application forms, or set up an appointment
for you with
one of the counselors.
Photo by Jennifer Farquharson

FINANCIAL AID DEADUNES DEEiV1EDCRITICAL
It's time to start thinking about next
vcnr's financial
aid.
Deadlines
arc
extremely
critical--if
your application
is not received
by the deadline
you
will be considered
for financial
aid
only if there arc extra funds remaining
after everyone else gets theirs.
Even
if you arc receiving
aid this year, you
must apply again to be considered
for
. aid next year.
To apply for aid you need to submit
three forms:
I.) a Financial
Aid Form
(FAF) which
you mail
to College
Scholarship
Service
(CSS)
in
California;
2) an Idaho Application
for
Financial
Aid (IAF A) that also goes,
with your.FAF
to CSS; and 3) a BSU
Application
for Scholarships
which is
submitted
to the Career and Financial
Services Office here. The deadline
for
the BS I) scholarship
application
is
March I. The FAF and lAFA must be
mailed by late February
so that they
can be processed
and the information

sent back to you before
April 1, all
need-based
aid .. Your financial
need
will be evaluated
and compared
wirh
other students
based
on the forms
sent
to
the
College
Scholarship
Service (CSS) so that aid can go to
those who need ir most.
There
is a wide
variety
of aid
available.
Scholarships
are based on
ac ademic: achievement
and many do
not require
that
you
demonstrate
financial
need.
Most
of the aid
available
at BS U, however,
is needbased:
grants
(non-repayable
awards]', a variety of loans with very
low interest
rates (repayment
usually
begins
9 months
to a year after you
leave school),
and work study
programs.
To get the forms and find out more,
the place
to go is the Career
and
Financial
Services
Office, Room 117
Administration
Building.

NEWS

The BSU chapter
of Phi Kappa Phi
is accepting
nominations
to the
national
honor society.
Faculty and
srudcnrs
arc asked to submit nominations
of outstanding
BS U .juniors,
s e niors , and graduate
students
[0 the
chapter
secretary
Dr. William Mech,
E707. New members
will be selected
by mid-February.
Further
information
about
Phi
Kappa phi is available
at the Honors
Program office. 385-1122.

Students
planning
to complete
their elementary
or secondary
student
teaching
durin g fall 1980.
should
subrnir
completed
applications
to
Education
306 by March I.

Information
and application
forms
for research
grants into humanities
topics may be obtained
from Jackie
Day, 345-5346.
Grants are sponsored
by the As soaiarion for the Humanities
in Idaho.
Deadline
for application
is
March 15.

An essay contest
open to college
students
and sponsored
by Friends of
Animals,
Inc.
on
the
topic
"Humanity's
self-serving
exploitation
of animals
and natural
resources
is
destroying
the inrric ate pattern of life
on earth",
will award prizes rangrng
from $250 to .$1000.
Deadline
for
entry is June 30. For more information write Friends of Animals,
Inc .,.11
West 60th Street, New York 10023.
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DON'T JUST PUT IT ON THE BULLETIN
BOARD.
Use me UnhLersity Arbiter Classified Ads
and get results.
Only 4 cents per word,
available at the SUB info center 9:00 to 4:30.

Currently on dlsplayin the first
french civilization Is like at the
floor lobby of the BSU Library is a
present moment.
group of books titled "The Faces
. The books are grouped under
of France Today, an exhibition of
five different headings: literature;
French books."
history; science of man; the seven
The traveling display was
arts (fine arts, dance, music,
organized by L'Otfice de promotheatre, circus, music-hall, and
tion de L'edition Francaise and . photo-clnema); and contemporary
Les
Services Culturels
de
issues.
L'Ambassade de Franceaux EtatsEach book was chosen to speak
Unis. The display will remain at
for the French nation and to
BSU through February 10.
present some significant concept
The exhibition was organized into
the reader.
.
response to the demand felt and
Even if one does .not read
expressed in the United States for
French, a deeper appreciation of
a chance to-see and to read a
French culture can be obtained by
representative testimony of what
perusing the books on display.

Reading Education

.

linked with the Career and
In the questions.
''True-False''
Financial$ervices and the Special
exams become easier when
Services (SASS). Through this
special words are brought into
service; students are shown what
context.
they can do with what they leam.
MInns believes even with the
There are 200 students enrolled
advance of television, the printed
in the program; said MInns, but
work is still the primary source of
this is atrial run for the 600 people
knowledge.. "Every .year,..35,OOO,_they expect next year. The Center
volumes of information are made
is located on the fifth floor of the
available to the publ lc and many
Science and EOucation' Building.
of these are important to our
In response to letters of thanks
respective jobs," ·said MInns.
MInns received, he said, ''IJIJa've
Better reading skills can make opened a door for them that has
retention of the material much
never been opened before."
easier.
Besides BSU students, MInns
and other teachers help lnstruct .
.
people from all walks of life.
CONTINUED
FROM COVER.
MInns conducted classes for the
nad an emphasis on theredistrifaculty of vocational schools,
bution of wealth. The 1970's was
staffs at Mmison Knudson, and
the "great regulatory" era, with a
entire football teams.
On the
growth in govemment bureauassumption that time is money,
cracy. Symms said he hopes to
better reading habits in adult
aid in the restoration of the profit
employees boosts production and
incentive in the 1980's
advances their lives, said MInns.
Symms said he would like to
MInns criticizes many of the
reduce tax rates by 30% but still
speed-reading courses available
increase the federal military
today.
M. most, an average budget. '" want to be a wellperson can read 200 words per
armed dove," he said.
minute, said Mmns, anything
During the question/answer
more is "skimming." Comprehenperiod, Symms said many consersion is more important.
vatives would wonder if D:m
Some unique aspects of Boise
Chance is "flipped out." Chance is'
State's reading program is the
a conservative businessman who
tutoring, career counseling and
has announced his support of
job introductions that are availFrank Church. Syrnrns also said
able. ''\N:J are the only college I
he would agree to an open debate
know of that offers all these
with Ralph Nader. "Nader thinks
things,'"
said Munns.
The
anyone who is a capitalist is
Reading EOucation Center is
cruel," said Symms.
CONTINUED

FROM

COVER

Symms------

cl10i"e,

. Jupiter 19_80

Hist.oryAssoc. First Book

Jupiter as seen Irom the Pioneer missions and
the more recerit Voyager lIy-bys will be the
subject of a slide-lecture to be presented by Dr.
James Dilley. professor 01 physics at Ohio
University, on Feb. 1 at 1:40 p.m. In room 112 01
Boise State University's selence Building. The
presentation Is open free to the public.

The American Historical SoclelY Association Is
sponsoring
a contest for young authors
alllimpting their first book.
The compe1lt1on Is open to members of the
historical profession living In the western states
and provinces oltl1'll United States and Canada.
Rules of the contes1stlpulata the entry should be
regarded as the'lIrst mejor writing 01 the autbor.
Entries can be sent to Abraham Nasatlr,
chairman, San Diego State University. San Diego,
cau.. 92182; or Richard· Maxwell"Brown,
University 01 Oregon. Eugene, Ore., 97403. by
May 15.

Art Lecture Topic
St. Francis 01 Assisl as portrayed In art will be
the Feb. 6 topic 01 Boise State art historian Dr.
Felix Heap In a BSU lecture series program at 6
p.rn. In the Student Union Building. Scholarship
donations to the BSU Faculty Wives and Women
organization are requested at the door.

Francophiles toke Notice
A 600 volume exhibition 01 French books will
be on display and In circulation from the BSU
Library through Feb. 14.
"The Faces of France Today," a collection
organlzlJd by cultural services 01 the French
emoassy In New York City and a promotional
office lor French books In Paris, Includes volumes
on llterature, history, sciences, the arts, and
contemporary Issues.
Among the many. well-known French authors
whose works are Included In the collection are
Albert Camus, Colette, Andre Malraux. Andre
Maurols, Marcel Pagnol, Samuel Becket, Jean
Genet, Francois Maurlac, Jean-Paul Sartre, and
Simone de Beauvolr.

Phi Kappa Phi Will
Select NeW Members
The BSU chapter 01 Phi Kappa Phi Is accepting
nominations to the national honor society.
Faculty and students are asked to submit their
nominations 01 outstanding BSU juniors, seniors,
and graduate students to the chapter secretary'
Dr. William Mach, E707. New members will be
serecteo by mid-February ..
Further Information about Phi Kappa Phi Is
. available at the Honors Program office, 385-1122.

Inlormatlon forthls space Is provlded by the Olllce 01 Information Services, Ad. Bldg., Rm 123, or phone 385-1592

n., adj.,

I. the act or instance of choosing. 2. the right or
opportunity.
tv choose. ad]. 8.. worthy of being
chosen. excellent.

Riding BUS is one way to choose more for yourself and
get more from each tank of gas. We travel 20 routes in
the city for 4,000 people who made an economical
choice. You could, too.
.

We Can Get You Therel
Boise Urban Stages
P.O Box 9016

• BOISe. 10 83707

Telephone 336·1010

·.The 14 karat gold Valentine
.that lasts the Whole year through!
February 14, give the Valentine that keeps you on her mind.
a "Messages of love" pendant. Ask for free gift:w(ap
when you come to choose her boxed-far-giving pendant.
Your choice, $49.95
A selection of chains available separately
Enjoy it now with Zales credit.
Master Charge'

VISA • A~~rican

Express'

Carte Blanche'

Diners

Club'

ZALES, THE DIAMOND STORE
5204 OVERLAND RD - HILLCREST PLAZA

Layaway
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W1en minorities
face cultural
isolation
and neglect.
he says,
A change in attitude
toward
. they tend to cl uster for supportive
ethnic studies must be made if
reasons,
thus heightening
the
such programs are to survive in
alienation
between minority
and
the 1980's, says the director of a
white students.
successful multicultural
center.
Those of all races benefit from a
Charles Taylor, director of the
. multicultural
program,'
Taylor
MJlticultural
Education Genter at
says, beCause all students
are
the U. of Wsconsin-Oshkosh,
then better prepared for a multisays college administrators
"must
cultural world.
understand that multicultural
pro.Activities at the lNV-Oshkosh
grams are not Just for minorities
MJlticultural
Education Genterare
but will benefit all."
.
equally divided into educational,
Wthout such understanding, he
cultural
and social
programs,
says, ethnic studies programs will
Taylor says,
Programs include:
continue to be amoung the first
dances,
performances,
dinners
things
cut in tight
economic
and speakers,
a1f with ethnic
times.
themes; an annual cultural retreat;
a newsletter focusing on minority
The head of the U.S. Student
events, news, scholarships
and
Association's Third I/Ibrld caucus
programs;
a Saturday
moming
says many people believe special
children's
program and rap sesminority
programming
is
no
longer needed because "blacks
sions.
The center has seen a steady"
have it made. "
Yet Taylor's
growth in both minority and white
surveys of students on the lNVOshkosh
campus .show
many - student participation
and research
shows that those minority
stuminority students still don't feel a
part of the college community.
dents who get involved achieve
greater: academic success.
Mlst recognized the importance
of being involved on campus and
Taylor tries to motivate
that
were aware of organizations,
but
involvement
by telling
minority
students they are responsible for
didn't Join because they felt more
comfortable
in organizations
that
carrying on their own culture.
He
reminds students that unless they
deal just with blacks and because
get involved, and become part of
they didn't feel wanted in predothe decision-making
process, they
minantly white groups.
have no right to complain,
and
Taylor says universities
and
challenges them to learn to articolleges
cannot
simply
recruit
culate their own needs.
He also
minority
students;
they
must
encourages administrators
to atmake them feel an integral part of
tend and be involved with minority
the campus by sponsoring activities to meet their cultural needs.
student programs.

(National On campus Report)

t 'stu
By tIffiry-Lou

Virgil

Arbiter Staff
It is the dream of almost every
student
to escape from their
books and classes and experience
the world around them, leaving
behind
them
the traditional
methods of education to leam by
seeing and' doing.
This has
remained a dream for most students, though, as they too often
discover their dream is too expensive. Twenty-four
BSU students
have .not accepted this blockade.
They have come together to plan
educational
trips
to sites
of
interest and at costs withing the
budget of the average student.
These students are members of
the newly formed Travel Club
whose purpose is to create an
opportunity
for all BSU students
to experience
rou travel with an

emphasis on both educational and
recreational learning.
The Travel
Club plans the location, transportation
accomodations,
and
poss ible activities for trips where
the students
can expand their
education
in many ways.
The
members of the Travel Club do all
the planning but any BSU student
may go on the trips.
The first trip on the agenda is to
Seattle over Spring break for an
experience
in the cultural
arts.
Planned
activities
include
a
moming to wander on your own at
Pike's tvbrket, a aftemoon at the
Seattle Genter, plus ·the Seattle
Art MJseum, the Charles and
8nma
Frye MJseum,
and an
evening
with the conservatory
Theater Company
for the play
"The Chalk Garden."
There is
plenty of free time to catch a tour
of the Seattle's Underground or a

day skiing on near by slopes. The
cost has been kept down to $90,
including lodging, transportation,
scheduled activities and 2 group
meals. "The deadline to get your
money in to reserve your spot is
tvbrch 2.
The Travel Club's second trip is
already in the planning stapes. A
weekend
in Yellowstone
just
before
school
reconvenes
Is
scheduled and there is a possibility that a geology credit may be
available for those going along.
The Travel Club is constantly in
need of new ideas and suggestions for possible sites to visit or
places to see at sites already
planned.
Students
or faculty
interested in more information on
the Travel Club may call Brenda
Freeman the Student Advisor or
0". Kenneth
Hallenbaugh
the
Faculty .~visor.
YOU COULD ... -
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Is looking for an
aggressive Ad sales'
person interested in
long range job potential
available.
Apply9to 5
[he

GUARANTEED
Get more from each tankful.
Ride BUS once or twice a week
and watch the savings grow,

University

085·1464

Wahted'
-:§m-'
··jP.~.P'l~ri-)-~~-;
......
.....s-e---:;;,.-k-i-ng-'-··::::r\
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student ~or

col-le'

'"e:fl~p,~·yirig.s~~r
job.'

'" "

Registered Diamond Rings

-Chosen to be cherished
for a lifetime ... and more
.. , your perfect Keepsake
engagement
diamond ...
guaranteed in writing and
permanen tly registered.

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need. And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
and look inside. It's free from Ford.
Look for Summer Job

And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring,
Ford's Insider maqazine will feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment.
.'
There will be information on government
jobs, including tips on taki'ng the Civil' Service
exam. Articles on overseas jobs, too. Intern
and co-op programs in private buslness. Jobs
workin' on th_erailroad .and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs .at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland. And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.

•

'

"WI,,·r .. Dreams Cnm .. True"

Call

issueof~

continuing

fordS

Jewele~

series of college
newspaper supplements.

~

OOWNTOWN BOISE VISTA VILJ.AClE
WESTGATE MAlL KAIICHER MALL

FORD

,

';.'

.,'

DIVISION

_

~

Ring.~lrom $200 10 S10.QOO

"

_~'"

r
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By Terrie Rowley
Associate Editor
BS~Sue Mtchell, Residential
Life Director, gave the Arbiter
some insight as to what the Office,
of Residential Life is looking for in
a resident advisor.
Called an RA by everyone
anyone knows, ,the bottom line on
qualifications are a 2.0 cumulative
GPA and one must be at least a
second semester freshman with
no other major commitments.
Vlbrking at a second job, holding
an ASBSUoffice orvarslty athletic
oarticipation
are considered
examples of major commitments.
There are other qualifications
that Residential Life looks for in
their applicants as well. Students
should- have a capacity to communicate and empathize well with
others. Students should also have
a higher degree of maturity and
convey caring yet not parental
relationships with others.
The RA must be a model to
other students according to
Mtchell.
They must show that
they are responsible people as
well as responsible students and
they must teach respect for others
to their advisees.RA's
aren't
babysitters but they are expected
, to carry OIJtthe rules set down for
residence halls by the University.
RA's are required to take a class
called "RA Training" which educates the RA in various areas such
as: homosexuality, 'suicidal and
depression symptoms, listening
and study skills.
According to
Mtchell, most RA's had no idea of

the demands until after they took
the job.
tvbureen O'I<eeffeis an Aviation
tvbnagement tv'ajor who is rapidly
nearing graduation and who has,beenan RA for a year. She related the obvious gratuities of an RA
position as receiving room, board
and $25 rronthy.
She quickly pointed out that if a
person were"contemplating an RA
position for mon~tary reasons to
"forget it. "The emotional gratifi-'
cation and leaming experience

I
By M Hartell
Associate Editor
BS~ The opportunity for studentsJo express views in their
education will be coming up with
the election process. of the
Associated Student Body of Boise
State (ASBSU)officials beginning
with the application and petition
process ending February 8, 1980.
The 1980-81 ASBSU President,
Vice-President and two Senate
Repres~ntatives from each of the
five schools at BSU will be elected
to serve in the interest of the
students.
Fully completed applications
and petitions must be tumed in no
later than 4:00 p.m. February 8,
1980, at the Student Activities
Office on the second floor of the
Student Union Building.
A packet which contains every-

EASTER SEAL
DISCO DANCE·A·THON

3rd ANNUAL

(24Hours)

10 BENEFIT-EASTER SEAL
SOCIETY FOR CRIPPUO
CHILDREN AIm ADULTS

SPONSOREO BY:

It~~D CR.
&

,,:~'
<z-:
~-:
,~

~~~~~3
....

#'"

__~,,",-,

WHEN: Saturday, February 9th from 10:00
a.m, to 10:00 a.m. Sunday
:\

WHERE: Boise State University
Student Union Building Ballroom,
Boise,ldaho'
DANCER SPOlISORED PER HOllR •••
ALL DANCERS WELCOME!!

Art Supply
IDAHO'S l-AftGIEST
DEALER
featuring Major Brands:
Grumbacher
Winsor Newton

Crescent Cardboard
Koh-i-Noor

Permanent Pigments
F Weber

Strathmore
Chart Pak

. Sculpture House
Bienfang

Liquite~
Bee Paper

Speedball

Pickett

X-Acto

Ulcno

Testrite

A·W-Faber

Eberhard Faber
D'arches

Pentollc
Osmiroid

820 W. Jefferson 345-2564 Moo-sat 9-5:3°,0
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largely outweigh any' negative
aspects of the job.
She has
leamed to deal with many varied
kinds of people and probterns.
She feels that this will greatly aid
her in her chosen career. O't<eeffe
- also felt she had a big sister or
empathetic friend relationship
with the students on her floor.
The' counseling she does, is
basically listening to and assuring
her fellow students.
,.
Problems ~nge from homesickness and adjustments to college
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life to depression, self-doubt and
anxiety over life commitments.
Although tvbureen is trained to
recognize symptoms of deep
depression and suicidal tendencies she stated that she would not
try to treat these problems herself,
Instead she refers the individual to
the Residential Life Director (a
trained psychologist) ordirectly to
the Student Counseling Center.
All RA's must be aware about
medical emergenc las because
they are usually the first person to

know if someone is sick or in need
of immediate medical treatment.
Some of the unpleasant times
of an RA's life are the occasional
unsolvable personality clashes
between two people or between
the RAand another student. Then
there are the times you have to
write up a friend for breaking a
rule or when an RA has to play the
heavy which is when a rule is
'broken. It can be a rewarding job
according to O'Keefe as she said,
"If I could do it another year I
would."
.

t5 t
may select an "Election Informathing a candidate needs to know IS
tion Officer."
'
available at the Students Activities
This officer from the organizaOffice.
tion would be the go between for Election Board Chairperson,
the candidates and student
Steve Pallesen said, "This year we
interest groups. The officer would
want candidates dedicated to
research the candidates then restudent govemment so we have
port back to the organization on
devised certain obligations which
the various platforms.
must be fulfilled."
Indepth
Pallesen said, "I feel this will
orientations are required for all
help to rid the problem of an
candidates
and debates for
presidental and vice-presidental
candidates will inform both the
Student Body and candidates of
issues of importance.
The ASBSU offices are decampus Digest News. Service
signed to give students a voice on
The average tuition and fees at
issues such as the Pavilion, , major public universities have
tuition fee increases, and other
increased by 7.9 percent in the
topics of significance on the
past year.
The National
Boise State University campus.
Association of State Universities
Each BSUorganization will have
and Land-Grant Colleges reports
the opportunity to hear candidates
that' average fees are now $781,
and if an organization wishes.

information gap. tvbst students
don't know who is running let
alone what their stand is."
Other BSU students feel this
might not be a very democratic
system. They feel it would be
better to have each individual in
the organization decide who is the
best candidate instead of one
individual deciding the best candidate for the organization.

s

T iti

compared to $724 last year.
New England reports the
highest aVerage rates for state
residents-:-$1,011. Fees are $925
in the Mddle Atlantic- states, $858
in the Mdwest, $683 in the \/'kst,
and $602 in the Southeast.

3100 strong, Idaho PIRG
is worth sacrificing foro
31 00 BSU students have read
the Idaho PIRG petition end
signed over the past five days.
When so many students
support so readily the creation
'of a new organization, it
shows that the time is ripe for
that creation.
50, what are we oskinq for?
As long as Idaho PIRG
petitioners are out osklnq,
"Have you signed yet?," oil
we need is for the 31 0,0 (and
grOWing) to l'\eep weorlnq your
buttons andl'\eep rooting for .
.ldoho PIRG. If you haven't
signed ,.sacrifice the 30
seconds it takes to reed the
petition, ond.decide. ,
Idaho PIRGis a decision-

we all can rnoke.
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by Leland Thobum

february: A ~eap

'Into the Future
In the spirit of the current controversy over what's "in" at Boise
Staie University, the designation
of February 1980 as "tv'brrison
Perfonning Center. tv'bnth" is definitely
IN. I-bwever, unlike the
authors of last week's article in the University Arbiter, the "inness" of
President John !<eiser's declaration is neither capricious or arbitrary.
Here are the facts.
BSU needs the Center. The perfonning arts at the university have
long been hampered by inadequate space and facilities,
denying
students and faculty opportunities
to acquire, perfect, and display
their ski! Is and talents. The community needs the Center, a fact long
recognized by the leaders of the many civic groups who have had to
contend with poor seating arrangements, deplorable acoustics, and
lack of space. The audience needs the Center. A community w,hich
enthusiastically
supports such events as MJsic W3ek deserves
appropriately designed staging and rehearsal facilities to enhance
and further efforts.
The perfonning
center, however beautifully
and functionally
constructed, must be placed in proper perspective with the ideas that
give the building meaning. The whole of human expression is found
in ideas which are then put into action and a dance is born, a song is
written, a play is perfonned, a building is built. These items listed
are examples of vehicles of the ideas that gave them life, vehicles

Twelve-year' old Jody Gerard
has a business remarkably well
suited to a twelve-year-019·
t-e
digs worms out of the ground and
sells them to fishennen
in his .
home town of Eddyville,
New
Yorl<. A good day nets him maybe
as much as a dollar. That is, until
the
New
York
State
Tax
Authorities discovered his underground financial empire.
On .the tip of an anonymous
citizen of Eddyville, two New Yorl<
State Tax men descended
on
Jody, insisting
that he pay 64
cents in taxes he had been cleverly
evading.
Jody, scared of having
to sell his bike to cover his back
taxes, quickly paid the 64 cents
and is' now back in business,
undoubtedly
more than a little
subdued.
The spectre of New Yorl< Tax
Authorities
descending
on a
twelve-year-old
boy and strongarming him for taxes is a grim
one, but it is no more unjust than
what
happens
every year to
millions of Americans at the hand
of the IRS.
Consider
these

letters·
to th
Edit r
OUf

Water~-----

An open letter to the people of
Idaho:
The high quality
of Idaho's
water is under full-scale attack in
the Idaho Legislature.
Our rivers and streams were
once protected by low population
and isolation.
No longer: Today,
we have to do it with laws, or it
won't be done. There is a strong
push to weaken those laws in this
Legislature.
In 1974 Idaho Power Company
and the American Falls Reservoir
District were granted
variance
from part of Idaho's dissolved
oxygen standard for the operation
'of the new American Falls '()m)
then being built.
In retum, they
agreed,
in writing
and pUblic
testimony, . to' meet the other
part-keep dissolved oxygen levels
below the' dam at 6 parts per
million
or higher.
(Fish and
aquatic
life, like people,
need

a

oxygen to survive and grow.
Idaho Power and the irrigators
have now real ized it will cost them
money to live upto the agreement,
and they want the law changed so
they won't have to.
There is a
move afoot in the Legislature to
lower the standard below American Falls Dam-even,
perhaps,
below all present or proposed
II hydroelectric
plants.
Odds are the Legislature will do'
it. Think of the precedent if it
does: Six years ago Idaho gave
ground,
and, in retum,. got a
written commitment
to meet a
lower standard .. NoW, we let the
parties' out of that commitment
and accept an even lower stan0

dard:.
W3 might
well wave a flag of
surrender
In the' face of every
outfit looking to prpflt from reduqtion in our high ql:laltlyof
life.
C~NTtNUED
TO PAGE. 7

as

taxpayer, after years of harassment, said that he couldn't take it
any more and committed suicide.
The IRS then came after his still
grieving son, insisting
the son
. was legally liable for his father's

thuggery.
At the same time, the taxpayer
who pays for this can say nothing.
The only way he can fight back is
to not pay his taxes; but if he
dares, the IRS comes back with
audits, criminal charges and whatever other strong-arm
tactics it
can muster up.
The IRS would go even as far as
- to squeeze a twelve-year old boy

unpaid taxes.
If you think this sounds like
IVafia strong-arm
tactics,
your
analogy would not be far wrong.
One lady whom FREEOOM conselling worms.
tacted made her living preparing
Plainly, the IRS is not acting as
tax retums. She was driven out of
.the govemment's
extortionist.
business
by IRS intelligence
The taxpayer must pay up or get
agents, who visited all of her
shaken up. He pays or may lose
clients promising them an audit if
his property, his business and his
they continued
to do business
bank accounts.
A person could
with her. DJring the course of this
get no worse treatment
at the
treatment,
an intelligence
agent
hands -of the comer toanshark.
for the IRS told her that "nobody
The diffemce
is that while tax
survives the type of investigation
collection and extortion are nearly
we are going to put you through. n
one and the same, extortion is still
The IRS IVafia-think
is best
the only one that is illegal.
pointed out by an intemal memo
dated Narch 2, 1973, written by a
(Reprinted with permission fro
group supervisor in Boise, Idaho,
Freedom, Oc toter 1979.)
to the Chief
Collection
and

examples:

which, in tum, support even more ideas.
An especially
supportive
idea, closely
connected
with the
tv'hrrison Center of Perfonnlng Arts has found life in the University
Community Arts Association
(UCAA). Conceived by Boise State
student Sally Thomas, the idea of an integrated university-community group established for the mutually beneficial support of the arts
was immediately put into action by Keiser.
Together with BSU's
Fred Nonnan, Keiser wor..ed to torrn a committee headed by Ralph
Comstock, President of First Security Bank of Idaho and a long-time
patron of the arts in the community.
Since its inception
last
summer, Comstock's
committee
has worked long and hard to
improve the state of the arts in Boise. As the University Community
Arts Association grows in strength and experience, the benefits of
its support to BSU students and to the community will also grow.
Appropriately enough, February 1980 is the leap month of this leap
year.
Wth the founding
of the UCAA and the anticipated
construction
of the rvbrrison Center of Perfonning Arts, Boise State
University takes a leap forward to catch up with the times. 1118 leap
surely merits the wholehearted support of each of us.
ST

Save

Taxpayer Service, .entitled
"l-ow
can we prevent delinquency. n In
the memo, the group superviso
states:
"The collection
division
has been faced with
a twopronged problem for many years:
First,
prevent
delinquency
by
stem,prompt
enforcement action
which
forces the taxpayer to
discontinue business [emphasis
ours].
Second, accomplish
the
above 'without
undue
pressure
from the public and elected officials. In my opinion, this cannot
be done and we must realize that
complaints will be an integral part
There are other examples:
and result in such measures. ~
A one-legged
handyman
in
must not be oversensitive to these
Mami had his car seized while he
complaints
and requests
for
was at work.
It was a case of
leniency."
mistaken identity,
easily estab\fIk1at all of this amounts to is a
lished, but it still took him over six
tax . agency
that acts like an
months to get theiRS to retum his
extortionist,
squeezing every last
car. One man was told his pOIioounce of blood out of the taxstricken wife's iron lung would be
payer. And it is the taxpayer wh'o
seized if he didn't pay his taxes
foots
the. bill for this kind of
immediately.
Another desperate

audited every year since 1955,
with the sale exception of 1976.
Lester is a Greyhound bus driver.:
his wife a nurse. The audits never
tumed up anything wrong, but got
so out of hand tha,t one year an
IRS agent showed up to audit a
return triree months before it was
due to be filed!
Exasperated by
the harassment, they have finally
refused to submit to any more
audits.
They now face' possible
criminal charges,which
could be
brought by the iRS.

'A
couple
in
Seattle,
Vl.l3shington,
Darrel and Gloria
ester, have had their
retums

by Garry Wlls

Th "North-South Axis
President Carter's foreign policy
has been judged a failure, not
because it did not. res po nci to
intemational
realities,
but because It did not respond
to
American nerve twitches.
International realities have, for a long
time,
been re-arranging
themselves around a North-South axis
that reflects the flow of resources
(principally
oil), the proliferation
of independent nationalities,
the
dWindling
of ancient
ties and
power.
But American nerves still
spond satisfactorily
only to pressure along an East-VIA:lst axis. W3
will play ''The China card" but not
any Third V\brld card. That is for
flakes like Andy Young.
But our
so-called
realists are the truly
deluded men of our time.
They
think nothing
really exists but
America and Russia.
(China half
exists only as a "card" for one of
the real powers to play.)
renry Kissinger perfectly (because
inadvertently)
expressed
thi~ mentality on "flket the Press"
last August. t-e said: "If '1.'6 were
prepared to move against Somoza,
I think we should have also bEen
prepared simultaneously
to put in

re-

his place a moderate altemative. "
D'. Kissinger clearly has no idea
~hat there is a country
called
Nicaragua out there someplace
the wanted to oust Somoza.
re
does not even give the "natives"
credit for their own coup. Somoza
could only fall If we "moved
against"
him.
The truth,
of
course, is exactly the opposite.
Somoza
could
only
stand-for
awhile--if
we
kept
actively
propping .hlrn up.
Taking our
strings away is what Kissinger
,calls "moving against" Somoza.
re cannot see that the people

world pleases him because most
of it is filled, in his eyes, with 0".
Kissinger.
Only the existence of
one' other
reality-Russia-robs.
him of an entirely
satisfactory

solipsism.
.
" President Carter's foreign policy
did not lack conqeptual unity. re
was moving, at long last, to shift
our concems from the I;.ast-W3st
axis over to the North-South one.
t-e was bringing Americans to
recognize, partly unbegrudgingly,
the existence
of other people
"down
there"":"Nicaraguans
and
Panamanians;
yes, and Cubans.
And Africans , and tv'bslems.
moved.
The policy failed not for lack of
And then what? D> we let the
intemal
structure
but because
. Nicaraguans
decide,
after
Americans do not want to give up
Somoza's fall, what govemment
the world Kissinger
and others
they are to have? Is it ours to give
have preached to them for so long.
or withhold that right? \fIk10 gave
Their nerves twitched
back into
us the power, If we do possess it?
action when the Cold War could
'Again, these are not· questions
be revived-and
President Carter
that occur to the realists:
D'.
must now run, backwards,
to
Kissinger says we should have
"catch up" with his own country of
prepared a new puppet with a
followers.
He did not fall us. Wa
shinier image (a "moderate")
befailed him.
fore we let our old puppct fall.
Agalr, the Nicaraguans just don't
enter the picture at all.
(M'. WI/s Is a nationally syndiM'. Kissinger
exudes
selfcated columnist)
.
satisfaction,
and no wonder. The
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Bringing crying babies to the
movie is out.
Self help, and "me" books are
'Jut, and so are Vaumets.

There's more: Idaho's aquaculture (fish-farm) industry Is
seeking reduction in the dissolved
oxygen levels its water discharges
must meet.
The Legislature
seems in the mood to accomodate
them too.
There's still more:
Idaho's
Bureau of IJIater Quality has a new
category called "Special Resource
IJIaters," to describe about half
our rivers and streams.
The
classification makes it difficult-'. but not impossible-to add new
sources of pollution to .tnose
waters. Again,' there is a strong
push in the Legislature to either
eliminate some specific special
resource waters or eliminate the
category altogether.
None of the. legislation to
change these water quality stan- .:

Dave Bell

That's Hip?--

dards has surfaced' yet,tiut
it
won't be long. Cb you want this to
happen? This is how Idaho is
going to lose its outdoors-bit by
bit.

Editor, the Arbiter:

lVlf first thought upon reading
''W1at's Hip at BSU?" was to
discard it as something trivially
uninteresting.
Although my
original conviction remains intact,
I now feel compelled to respond
by a reoccurring thought' that
some naive souls, may spend'
hours endlessly chasing things
promised to be "in." Not being
the type to let matters go undone
here is a sample of the type of
unthinking that went into the
. article.
First I do not understand the
difference between an in-major or
an out-major, but I 'found it
interesting the author's major was

can only laugh. It's a joke to think
that friendship can be rnsasured
on such' a narrow scale. Pot is
out? tv'aybe it should be, however, forty-five million Americans
disagree. Coors is in. I agree if
you are into cancer and Nazi
employers. And if people start
doing in things I am going to buy
me atruck load of Coors get
cancer and die. In the meantime, I
will finish off my Pabst Blue
Ribbon beer and see what the
future brings.. If it brings the New
York limes to my door step,
coffee in my cup, and people who
are talking to large objects (saying
things like beeze knees) then there
wi II be no need to go east, the east
will be upon us. And if some still
persist on doing what is in, I
suggest the following to be written on their diploma: John Doe,
he didn't learn anything or have
any fun but he was in. It's like
chasing the wind or reaching for
the sky just to surrender,

hoice,

a, adj.,

I. the act or instance of choosing. 2. [he right or
opportunity. to choose. ad]. 8. worthy of being
chosen, excellent.

Riding BUS is one way to choose more for yourself and
get more from each tank of gas. We travel 20 routes in
the city for 4,000 people who made an economical
choice. You could, roo.

'lIe Can Get You Therel
Boise Urban Stages
PO

80x 9016 • Boise. 10 83707
Telephone: 338,1010

ClaylJlard

There's just one way to stop this
certainly in:
Futhermore, [sic]
I . I'
f
how can a library be in or out. If
egis atlon i you want to help.
the pLlblic library does not have
,Tell
your Legislators
you're
against it. You can write them at : the information which is being
Dear Clay,
the Statehouse, Boise 83720. Or
sought, it is ollt:
I do agree
I' sincerely appreciate your
II 33
.
Garden City is not the garden of
interest in "\Mats Hip at BSU. "
ca
4-2000 (leave a message
Eden, yet I do not understand how
However, I think your concern for
and they'll call back).
the 8th Street tv'arketplace can be
those "naive souls" is quite unconsidered a part of Old Boise.
Pat Ford
founded. Dc) you serious·ly believe
Some of it is old; still the very
a ''trivially uninteresting" article
Idaho Conservation League
thought of calling two brand new
.on the "ins" & "outs" at BSU will
cinemas .old is superimposing
traumatically alter the behavior of
some sort of ghost heritage on a
prefab structure that has not even any college student, notorious for
their open, liberal minds and
had enough time to weather,
Editor, the Arbiter:
nonconformity? I think not.
Besides that, the location is about
I'm afraid you took "\;\hats Hip"
a mile off.
On rvbnday atternoon of this
much
too seriously. Obviously,
So friendliness is out. Sorry
week, having a night class, I
Danises, I disagree; however, I anything we deemed "in" could
decided to conserve time and
will try to do the in thing by no .just as easily be declared "out."
"treat" myself to a Saga meal
V\e had no intention of setting
longer refraining from comments
rather than retuming home.
ourselves up on a pedistal as
that should be made conceming
Alas, upon entering the Student
omnipotent judge of style and
your mindless announcement of
Union Building I found the snack,
"cool." V\e did want to see if we
rules of conduct and other trifling
bar facilities closed but the
could get anyone out there 'exnonsense. One such mindless
"Garden Dell" open with extended
cited, and I guess we accomuttering is that the East Coast is
hours. After spending over twice
plished our goal.
in. If the world began in Eden it
the amount of money intended
Again, thanks for your letter.
ended on the East Coast. Having
($2.33), sitting in the "garden"
Any kind of attention is a great
one man's ceUing being another
area breathing stale, moist dishpositive reinforcer, and do rememman's floor is the most degrading
washer fumes, I am very disber Clay, defensiveness is out.
experience man has done in
Denise Tracy
gruntled and irritated at Saga's
building a better world. As for
extended capitalism but even
more so at the universtiy administration for permitting Saga to
change the hours around. All to
often students- needs are neglected, ignored or relegated to the, bottom of priorities university
wide ..
iSs I sit here in the "garden" I
have observed in the last half an
hour at least 25 people attempt to
Allocating funds to one univerImposing a tuition fee,' someenter the snack bar. Oh well so it
sity to start a newfour~year
thing which the Idaho legislature
goes!! !
program in nursing when already
is considering, would not improve
tIM) other institutions have a
the quality of education at our
Jean Harman
four-year nursing program is
state universities.
It' would,
simply a luxury Idaho can no
however, significantly curtail the'
longer afford. The funds should
number of people who could
have been directed either to
afford the, cost of a higher
strengthening the existing nursing
education. That would of course
programs, or to supporting the
Editor, the Arbiter:
cause a drop in enrollment, which
embarrassingly
low
faculty
would mean a ross in revenue.
Regarding the article, 'W1ats
salaries.
The loss of revenue undoubtedly
Hip M. BSU' (Arbiter, Jan. 16) I
_ The legislators Who support
would be recouped by an increase
lM)uld like to add a few Ins and a
luxuries and tuition fees have
in tuition and/or student fees,
obviously disregarded the manfew more Outs.
which would trigger yet another
IJ\l:laringbaseball caps (baseball
date set forth by the 1% Initiative.'
drop in enrollment and yet another
players excluded) is out. Cowboy
Ratherthan cut taxes and increase
Increase in tuition and/or student
efficiency, they are co'nsidering
hats are out.
Coneheads are
fees-. After the cycle had run its
just tlie opposite-increased taxes
marginal.
course a few times, the. only
Full page ads by the Bookstore
and jess efficiency.
.
people left attending colleges
The ASBSUlobbying
staff
are out. Everyone knows they
lM)uld be the elite few, the rich.
il')tends to remind our legislators
only pay 10 cents on the dollar for
Our legislators will have acted
of. the responslbili!y placed on
used books.
inappropriately and prematurely if
them by the 1% initiative. W3
Bicycling Is in, or should be.
they propose to us a tuition fee (a
Counter top electrical applicould use your help in that
tax) as the answer to improving
ances are out, so is blOW-drying
endeavor. Please write to your
the quality of education at state
representative expressing concem
tjair..
.
.
universities. .They should first'
The soup and sandwich special
over the possibility of a tuition fee
consider making more efficient
being introduced
in ldahos
at Vic's is in, end the liver and
use of the tax dollars already
onions is not bad either.
unIversities.
available to them. It's time they
Another tax is neither wanted
Witing on the bathroom wall is
recognize that trying to support
out, and so Is quoting from them.
nor
needed.
three major. universities
with
Sincerely,
Circles above i's and crossing 7's
Idaho's limited tax base is a task
are out too.
which demands the end to funding
... Mke cramer
The movie critics at the Arbiter
ASBSU president
are out the Emergency Exit Only. unnecessary duplication of university progra~.
Films are out, movies are In.

In.Response-

Saga Criticized-

j1\\

V(}WNTQW~

34t·8Q10

]1~o~r.~<902J~

ASHCRAn CHAIR OIFIM8LE
, COLLEGE lEVEL BIBLE STUDY

COU~SE OfFERINGS FOR SPRING SEMESTER

fEB. 7 APRil 3
a

HOWTO UNDERSTAND THE BIBLE

Ins and Outs-

An Introduction to the nature and purpose
of the Bible and how to understand
Thursdays 10 A.M.-12. COST $21.50

it.

REV. JOHN EMBIERV

HEBREWS: A study of the epistle
to the Hebrews. Thursdays 7 P.M.-9
P.M. COST $17.95 .
DR. HURON POLNAC

CAll

_
To Pre-Register
343-0363 or send this form to:
ASHCRAfT CHAIR OFBIBLE
P~O.BOX 1313, BOISE, ID 83701

NAME~------------ADDRESS------------TELEPHONE
NO. --------------NAME OFCOURSES,

---

. CLAsses TO BE HELD AT UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH
1205 aJCLlD
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Campus Digest News Service
opposition when the student evalThe use of faculty evaluation is
uations were initiated. in the
becoming Widespread, and imporuniversitites this year. One protant since they can now influence
fessor felt that the evaluations
the promotions and tenureships
would result in inflated grades.
awarded to professors.
Another said that professors
Students at Stanford University
would avoid discussing controverwill evaluate their professors for
sial issues in classrooms since
the first time this fall.
promotion, salary, and tenure
"rvbre than half elf the country's
decisions would depend on stucollege and universities use some
dent evaluations of their teaching.
form of teacher evaluation," says
That, said the professor, would
Robert C. Wlson, director of
restrict academic freedom.
.
~
teaching innovation and evaluaBut M:u1< Cramer, .a student
tion services at the University of
member of the Northem Illinois
Califomla at Berkeley. "That's
University Council, said, "Stumore today than it was five to
ten years ago. There has been dents are in the best position to
advise the teacher as to what
more emphasis on teaching in the
areas need improvement and In
last ten years. It's a trend of the
what areas he orshe is strongest.
times." The nine campuses of the
"There are some tenured faculty
University of cautornla have used
members who think they are on a
student evaluations since Chartes
high otateaueno don't - have to
J. Hitch, president of the unlvers- listen to what the students have to
slty ten years ago, Instructed
say; they continue to teach every
promotion committees to place
semester in the same way, and
they are slowing our progress
emphasis on teaching.
Wlson says that any faculty
toward quality education."
member who is considered for
Some professors question stupromotion must include student
dents' ability to evaluate courses
evaluations of their teaching In
fairly and, even today, uphold a
their dossiers.
teacher's viewpoint that was
N:cording to Wlson, most of
printed in 1953 in the CEA Critic, a
the professors at the university
publication of the College English
found the evaluations useful tor , Assoclatlon:
improving their teaching. l-ow"To the question 'can the
ever, those at many other universtudent
evaluate his teachers?' the
sities feel threatened by the
simple answer Is, of course, no.
evaluations which can affect their
Partly because he has not a real
promotions and tenureships.
opportunity, and partly because
Professors at the Northern
no scheme for recording his
Illinois University voiced _ their
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granting tenure and improving
tlori, The students contend that
evaluation can be both fair to him
teaching.
as consumers of education they
and intelligible to anyone else.
A few - institutions, such as
have a right to publish the
"Going further I may add that he
George \l\l3.shington University,
evallJation results.
has no right even to try and that
allow student govemments to
encouraging him to do so is
publish the results of the evalua- . Mlr~aret Schad~r, a student of
simply to aggravate his already
tions to help students select
the University, sal~ that ~he p~rconsiderable powers of mischief."
courses. University rules on other
pose of the lawsult was 'to give
These criticisms do not stand
campuses prevent such publlca-:' students, as a class of evaluators
tlon.
access to their own c6l1ecti~
up to the results of many surveys
evaluations. "
which show that student evalua- .
At
the
University
of
tions are reliable in judging
"fts the system now stands
Mlssachusetts, students can only
teachers.
students are exploited as· a~
publish
the
evaluation
results
if
a
Students today are more coninformation source," she says.
professor gives written consent.
cemed with the publication of the
"They provide input and get only
The student government has flied
results of the survey than with the
limited feedback."
a
lawsuit
contesting
the
restricevaluations' validity or their use in

b

iii

.B xln
(National On Campus Report)
A boom in amateur boxing's
popularity has led to predictions
that intercollegiate boxing will
soon return.
A bloody image and an economic crunch knocked out collegiate
boxing in 1953, says D". Mckey
Olmos, a former collegiate boxer
who is now medical boxing director for the Amatiur Athletic
lk1ion. But the well-publicized
success of the 1976 United States
Olympic boxing team has created
a wider audience for amateur
boxing and dispelled some notions that the sport is more
dangerous than other intercollegiate athletic events.
Demos.' who was involved this
fall in. setting up an intramural

boxing program at the U. of
Mami, says boxing clubs have
sprung up at 44 universities in
recent years and are competing in
regional and national tournaments.
"Wa have purposely not pushed
boxing as a varsity sport yet," he
says. "Wa want to wait and let it
build up until we can sell it to
college presidents and athletic
directors all at one time. I predict
that In about two years, it will be a
varsity sport."
.
Chris Hitopoulos, who voluntarily coaches the U. of South
Carolina's boxing club, says the
sport has become an economic
goldmine for the AAU, and could
generate substantial income on
the collegiate level.

k

''They're crazy if they don't bring
boxing back, just forthe money it
would bring in," he argues ..
Both men say amateur boxing is
safer than football and some other
Intercollegiate sports. D3mos is
now conducting a national study
which shows the incidence of
injuries in amateur boxing is 2
percent, compared with 47 percent
in high school football.
If nosebleeds were eliminated,
he adds, the lnjury incidence in
AAU-sanctioned fights would be
down to 0.5 percent Special
gloves, headgear and mouthpieces, as well as the presence of
doctorsat ringside, make amateur
boxing a safety-oriented sport,
Olmos says.

,
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his office.
His case inspired a number of
schools to form grievance pro(CPS )--Abo ut 150 wo men
cedures.
It "accelerated our
picketed
the . University
of
thinking" at l-arvard, says AssisCalifornia-Ber~ley
the second
tant Dean Judith IJIalzer. IJIalzer
week of January, protesting that a
herself did most of the initial work
professor accused of offering
of casting a procedure (with
students good grades in retum for
"Informal" student consultation),
sex had beentreated too lightly by
which eventually was approved by
the administration.
the faculty and administration
The next day,. San Jose State
with "little resistance."
University fired an' associate
The Harvard procedure includes'
professor for reportedly fondling
a series of Interviews, with no
and proposltlonlnq five students.
written reports to stick in files
Just a few weeks before,
until formal complaints are made.
hlarvard had reprimanded one of
One complaint recently lead to
its professors on simllar charges.
an official reprimand of govemment Professor lVbrtin Kilson,
Berkley doesn't have a sexual
Wthin a month, the student
who had, aCcording to the formal
harrassment grievance procedure.
govemment severed its ties with
Harvard's complaint process is
WASH, forcing it off campus. . complaints, made improper advances to one of his students.
two years old. San Jose State
WAB
co-director
Barbara
Because of the reprimand, further
used a more general grievance Greenway charges that the action
complaints could result in the
procedure--one
developed to
was precipitated by faculty anger
revocaticn of Kilson's tenure.
handle all kinds of 'disciplinary
over the flies of complaints.
San Jose State lXliversity fired
actions-that ultimately dealt the
"Suppose we began keeping
associate philosophy professor
harshest punishment of all.
files on students we suspected of
Phillip Jacklin on the strength of
The three cases are typical of a
cheating?" One male professor
complaints from five women acwider controversy surrounding the
asked a December meeting of the
cuslng him of improper sexual
way universities are beginning to
student government Executive
advances.
.
treat sex-for-grades accusations.
Committee. "There is no doubt
Lela Noble, associate dean for
After years of diplomatic silence;
women .need protection, but it
.academic affairs, says that Jacklin
administrators are just recently . must be done appropriately. It is
was dismissed through a "systemrecognizing that professors do
inappropriate to build up anonywide disciplinary procedure, one
sexually abuse their students
rrous files on anyone."
that's non-specific
to sexual
sometimes.
Faculty Senate member IvBry
harrassment."
The university
some.schools, however, have Anderson agrees.
"After all,
simply doesn't have a sexual
sometimes unknowingly these
harrassment grievance procedure.
resisted installing grievance Pro-girls
will ask for it, and some
But the Broader procedure, she
cedures to solve those problems.
innocent faculty member could be
says, "worked to our satisfacAnd while procedures have refalsely accused."
tion."
portedly worked well on some
campuses,
some others are
One faculty member who was·
coming apart almost as soon as
apparently falsely accused has
they are implemented.
suffered
few consequences.
Raymond Duvall, now a lXllverSity
For example, a student-faculty
of Mnnesota govemment profescommittee at Grand Valley State
sor was, during a tour at Yale, the
College in' Mchigan
couldn't
defendant in a federal sexual
agree on a sexual harrassment
harrassment lawsuit. One of his
grievance procedure after a year's
students, Pamela Price, accused
labOr. The Student Senate conDuvall of offering her an A in
tlnued work' on Its own, finally
exchange for sex. Price says she
modeling a procedure on the
refused, andqot a C in the course.
school's affirmative action policy.
As her remedy, Price wanted Yale
But the faculty "rejected every
to institute asexual harrassrnent
line of the document as objectiongriev-aflceprocedure.
able," says Student Senate repreYale did develop a procedure
sentative Lenore Wayfleld. "They
even as it fought the case in court.
objected to the definition of
The court ruled last July that
sexual harrassment even though
Duvall never made the proposlthe definition is the same one
tion.
contained In the Mchigan state
After serving as some groups'
law.
They also objected that
Ih
having a separate policy to cover
national symbol of sexua arrass-.
sexual harrassment
(implied)
ment, the acquitted [)jvall now
widespread abuse."
strongly supports grievance procedures.
. .
Such faculty fear seems to be
"If there had been a grieVance
the major obstacle to installing
procedure at Yale back then," he
most procedures. They've been
says, '" would have been saved
strong enough to frustrate strong
the embarrassment
of being
efforts on some campuses.
dragged through the federal
M. Arizona State University,
court."
.
where discussions cibo'ut campus
He says the. case and the
sex-for-grades
problems
are
emt>arrassment haven't hurt his
scheduled to continue this month,
teaching. These days, he says, he'
Faculty Senate Chairman Clement
just makes sure he leaves the door
Kevane explains, ''the faculty has
open when female students visit
by Linda Gayton

a responsibility to ensure a free
atmosphere (in dealings between.
students and faculty). This freedam applies to faculty members,
too." He worries that "inappropriate"
sexual
harrassment
grievance
procedures
would
diminish that freedom.
Several ASU students had
organlzedW:>men Against Sexual
l-arrassrnent
(WASH) last fall
under the auspices of the student
government's V\bmen's. Affairs
Board (WAB). WASH operated a
phone "hot line," offered "peer
counseling," and maintained confidential files of the complaints It
received.
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Commuters Served
(National

On Campus Report)

Non-resident students, long.neglected in service prograrrimlng,
are now getting more attention at
many schools and are the focus of .
two national organizations aimed
at sharing information on commuter programs.
The National Clearinghouse of
Commuter Programs grew out of
the U. of tv13.ryland'sCommuter
Affairs program, and provides
information on the wide variety of
commuter services offered at different campuses.
For a $20 membership fee,
participants receive a. quarterly
joumal, an annually updated reference list and the benefit of
ongoing research, according to
Clearinghouse
Director
!<ris
Girrell.
Girrell says a recent study
showed 80 percent of students in
higher education are commuters,
and more institutions are trying to
deal with that population'S needs.

A major point made by the
Clearinghous.e is that commuters
are a diverse group, ranging from
students who still live at home to
those who are completelyindependent to the non-traditional.
student.
Concems they do share, Girrell
says, include logistical and financial problems of commuting and a
lack of identity with the school.
The
American
College
Personnel Association has also
formed a commission to deal
specifically with services to nonresident students.
Commission XVII, now in its
second year, provides members
with a quarterly newsletter and is
'compiling a book dealing with all
aspects of non-resident student
life.
The Commission also conducts
programs at the annual ACPA
convention and is in the process
of organizing commuter program
networks on a state level.

Got the 8 O'clock munchies??,
or just need a breoku
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Representatives
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The ·Garden Deli offers you
delectable. gastronomical deli- .
ghts to get you through the
night.
,
\
Try our new Hot MicroWave
sanowlohes, or choose from
r"Our regular D~li'selections and
sweet goods from Roses"
Bakery:
For a limited time only!!
Buy a Deli Sandwich. and get a
FREE soft drink!!!
Just clip
out this coupon and bring it
with you between 5:00 and
9:00 p.rn, daily .
Expires Feb. 13. 1980
r'Pre~;;tthi-;~~P~;;~ricrget1l·
I
FREE SOFT DRINK!!!!
I
I Withthepurchase of any Deli
Sandwich at the Garden Deli I
.,~,expires
.Offer.GoOd I

I
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Moo-Thur7:30 am-9:00 pm''''~
Frl 7 :30 am-3:00 pm
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at &Sun Closed'
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BSU'B

Broncos p'layed an excellent first
BSlJ-After playing the past two
half against Seattle U, going in at
weekends on the' road, the. Boise
half-time with a 44:40 lead.
State women's basketball team
Seattle' came out determined jn
will open a two week homestand.
On Friday, Feb. 1 at 7:00 PM, the 'the second half and ended the
game on top, 85-72.
Broncos will be hosting the
Leading BSU' scorers were
Eastem \I\tlshington Eagles. On
Saturday, Feb. 2 at 5~45 PM, the
Fugleberg with 25 points and
Broncos match up against the
tv'eierwith 23 points (21 scored in
the first half). tv'eier pulled down
•\I\tlshingtpn State Cougars..
lrnrnediately
following
the
a game high and a BSU season
\/\BU/BSU women's game will be
high of 17 rebounds.
the BSU men taking on the
..~ played a tremendous tlrst
highly-ranked
WJber
State
half, shooting 63 percent from the
Wldcats.
field," said Thomgren. ''W3 lost
BSU is. now 1-4 in league play
our intensity in the opening
and 5-9 over-all after drop ping two
minutes of the second period.
games on the road last weekend.
EJen though we played well the
BSU traveled to Seattle to play
Iast ten minutes of the game, it
Seattle University on Friday even- was too late to recover."
ing and the University of
In Saturday'S action,
the.
\I\tlshington on Saturday.
The

V;

"It was simply not a good game
for us. Several freshman, 110Wever, showed a lot of poise,"
added Thomgren, referring to the
play of Pocatello, .10, freshman
center Kristi Brockway, who saw
her first varsity action this weekend.
Rosalia, WA, freshman, Kim
Buergel also saw a lot of action
this weekend,

Hey Zorak! Come and affix your
scanners on this Big Sky. Their
generic term for the unit is
basketball league, but I believe it
is more akin to what the Earthlings call nuthouse.
Item: Thefiveunit known as
WJber State acts contrary to the
norms as practiced by the league,
winning all its contests when an
unspoken directive compels it
toward losing anywhere outside
Ogden. Item: the Nevada-Reno
squad, with several players
shorter than median and evincing
signs of hyperactivity, is the
second most dominant fiveunit,
even though it violates the more
that states "you must have tall
players to keep up in the Big Sky".
Very weak jokes these Earthlings
often emit.
Third item:
the conference
season is halfway to zero, and no
fewer than five teams are in a
condition of deadlock for the third

BSU G m".'· sts
.!

. BSlJ-The Boise State University
women's gymnastics team edged
Portland State University by onetenth of a point to win a three way
meet at BSU Saturday.
The
Broncos outscored the Vikings
131.7 to 131.6.' Ricks College.
placed third with a score of 108.6.
This was the second time in the
past two weekj3nds that SSU had
defeated Portland State.
The competition between BSU
and Portland State was close in all
events. but the Broncos managed
a 2.4 point advantage on the
uneven bars.
''W3 hit the bars real well," said
BSU coach John. Head.
''W3
worked hard on that during the
week and it paid off. WJ were
disappointed, however, thst our
vault scores were lower than they
have been." .
.
Freshmen M3rY Howard and
Kelly Parker led BSU, tying for
first place in the. uneven bars.
Parker also won the vault, and
f-bward finished first in the overall
competition with a 33.20.
Shalagh Astor, a freshman from
Oak Harbor, VilA, won the balance
beam competition, whlle Ceclly
Corder led the Broncos In the floor
exerclse~

~·-'·,

tsl

State appear in somewhat more
spot, e'-!Ch having won three
favorable circumstances, with the
league games and lost four, and
Vandals perhaps profiting the
the rvbntana State module is only
most.
one game behind.
The only
Keeping my scanners on this
variable that gives any meaning to
league may provide occasional
theentire affair ls the post-season
light recreation, but it can get hard
toumament in which only three, in
on the tensorial structure of the
addition to \l\eber State, will
optical apparatus, resulting in a
compete.
cranial discomfiture.
Pass over
Some confusion, but not much,
I confess, Zorak, will be allayed by the bottle of SatumComfort,
willya, Zorak?
a glance at the future schedules of
these teams, Per example, the
BSlj unit competes five times out
Last Week: 5-1
of seven within the next four
So Far: 9-5, .642 (for shamel)
This week's picks:
week,s at home, and available
behavior pattems indicate a shift
January 31:
Boise State over Idaho Stale by 10
toward improved execution at the
Weber Stale over Idaho by 5
Bronco Gym.
fvbntana State
Montana over Reno by 15
- Montana State over Northern Arizona
appears to be in much the same
by 3
position.
And look again, Zorak -- Reno
February 2:
Weber State over Boise State by 12
and Idaho State play five of seven
Idaho over Idaho State by 10
(can you help me with the translaNorthern Arizona over Montana by 10
Montana State over Reno by 6
tion?) on the asphalt; this is
conducive to the biological condiOf course, if all qarnes go this way, the
result will be a six way tie for second
tion known as cardiac arrest.
place. ,ShazbotJ
Idaho, fvbntana and fvbntana

by Jerry Richards
Arbiter Staff

... ·'...;;··'IIII;

High scorers for the Broncos
. were Fugleberg and freshman
guard Kim Buergel with 16 and 10
re;;pectively .
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Broncns were defeated by the
\l\t:Jshington Huskies, 74-48. Once
again plagued by tumovers, BSU
was fighting from behind theentire game.

.

pose even more of a threat. Four
by Bud Humphrey
of five starters, including Bruce
Arbiter Staff
Collins at 18 ppg, average at or
Wth five home games and only
near ten points, and playmaker
two away left in the season, BSU
Mirk Wallos (again, the only
men's basketball coach Bus
starter under 6-5) throws in 7.8
Connor believes he has reason to
assists.
expect that elusive winRing seaWJber beat BSU last January in
son, This weekend will provide
overtime by only four points, but
the biggest clues.
since then has blasted four of six
Halfway through the Big Sky,
opponents, and kept up an 18the Broncos are 9-10 overall and
game win streak against one
3-4 . in conference play, and
season-opening loss' to Utah
Connor says BSU has a "big week
State. The Wldcats bring a 7-0
against Idaho State, which is our
Big Sky skein to their Idaho game
natural rival, and \l\eber State,
Thursday.
which
is
ranked
nationally."
will be scoring -about 136. WJ
The Broncos' new formation,
The Broncos had a successful
know Boise will keep getting
featuring 6-7 sophomore Watt
weekend
on
the
road
which
in
the
better; we have to. do the same."
Wlkerson starting at forward and
Big Sky means at least one win.
This week the Broncos travel to
BSU surprised the .Big SIW's 6-1}senior John Anderson subbing
Mssoula for a Thursday meet with
second-place club Nevada-Reno at center, has. paid off well, with
the University of rvbntana.
BSU winning' two of three con60-59 on Thursday, but traveled to
''W3're looking forward .to
tests
[n that lineup. Wlkerson
Aagstatf arid lost a hard one to
February when we have only one
scored 18 without missing a shot
Northem Arizona 92-77 Saturday.
road trip and. we can get some
from the floor or the line against
Both teams will travel to Boise
good practices In," Head added.
NAU, and scored the last three
Feb. 21-23.
"Lately, we've had so many meets
free throws for BSU at Reno.
Idaho State, -7-12overall and ~
we haven't had time to practice.".
Larry tv'cKinney put together
in conference, beat BSU earlier
practice."
what
Connor said was "his best
this season, and Connor remarked
this would add to the team's. two game (weekend) this year."
.- desire to win. The Bengals have The 6-1 junior rebounded in high
figures both games, and shared
.not lost to BSU since 1976, when
scoring honors wlth center' Dave
BSU took them In the conference
tourney and went on to the NCPJ'. Richardson at Reno with 16.
Richardson has continued to play
sulrregionals.
consistently, but still had trouble
Lynn Archibald's team had three
with fouls at NAU.
double-figure scorers in January's
should pick up their ticket before
U:lve Wiliams had a brilliant
low-scoring game against BSU.
Friday at'5:oo p.m.
6-10 forward Dale Wlkinson, led scoring game at Flagstaff with 19
2,000 full-time student tickets
points, incfuding an alley-oop
scorers with 15, and Paul Wlson
will be available for each game.ripped down 13 rebounds.
In play assisted by Rodger Bates
Part-time. student;·
student
addition, 6-11 center Joe Fazekas that had the partisan NAU fans
guest tickets, imd general admls- . is the season scoring' and re- aohing and aahlng. Bates continues to lead BSU in floor
boundin'g leader for ·ISU. None of
sion tickets wlll be available at the
shooting with 67.7 per ceR.tin the
the starting Bengals,lncludlng 6-6
gym at 7~00p.m. on Thursday and
Big SKy.
guard Scott Goold, tapes In at less
at 5:15 p.m. on
Saturday.
Both games will be broadcast
Available tickets' will be deter~. than 6-5.
starting- 7:45 p.m. over KBOI
Ranked 15th in the basketball
mined by the number of full-time
radio, 670.AM
polls; \l\eber State appears to
student tickets dispersed.

inM

Commenting on the closeness
of the final score, coach Head
state, "A tenth of a point doesn't
mean anything.
For Portland
State to do this well on our floor is
very impressive. They're the teamwe will have to beat at reglonals."
Portland State coach IAtuTen
Bowden concurred that regional
competition was likely to boil
down to BSU and Portland State.
"I expect that by the time regionals are held in tv"arch both teams

Sf
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R
BSU
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V ,iiFull-time student tickets forthe
Idaho State game on Thursday,
January 31, and the IMber. State
game on Saturday, February 2, are
now available at the Varsity Center
ticket office and at the' SUB
information booth.
To be assured admittance to the
Idaho' State game, Jull-tim.e students should pick up ~heirticket
before Thursday at 5:00 p.m.
To be assured admittance-to the
WJber .State game,' students
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walked out of the gym in protest
of the officiating .
.Acknowledgedas the top teams
in the league, this will be the last
time the two rivals square off
before the conference 'championships come up next month.
"\/'I.eare so evenly matched up
with \/'I.eberthat it's hard to say
who the favorite is," said Young.
'Wlo ever wins though, will
definitely be the team to beat at
the conference championships."

The Boise State Westling team
ran into stiff opposition last
weekend when they wrestled- in
the tough tvountain Intercolle'giateWestiing Associatlon toumament.
The Broncos finished
eleventh at the MIWA, considered
one of the top toumaments in the
nation.
,
,Kevin \!\tiod led the Bronco's
efforts with a third place finish at
177lbs.ScottBarrett
lost a close
consolation match, 7-5; to take
fourth place at 126 lbs.
Vlbod and the regular 1n
pounder, Bill Braseth, were both
moved up a weight class because
l-arold Wlitman at 190 Ibs. was
injured just before the toumament
began.
Curtis CqQley, at 118 Ibs.,
strained ligaments in his arm and .
also missed the M1WA.
"If we could have been healthy,
and had our complete Iineup, then
I think we would have done much
better, "said Coach Mke Young.
Wth W1itman and Cooley out, we
definitely weren't at full strength."
"Kevin Vlbod wrestled extremely well even though he 'was
wrestling bigger opponents then
he ever has before. He did beat
the number 1 seed in his weight
class, and his only loss was in
overtime. He should have won
that match because he was ahead
by two points, but Kevin allowed
the other wrestler to tie it up Ihnen
he gave him a couple of free
points because of penalties,"
continued YOl!ng.
The Broncos have a full slate of
matches this coming week when
they host the Utah State Aggies in
Bronco Gym \/'I.ednesday night,
starting at 7:30.
Friday rvbntana State at 3:30 in
a match which' will precede the
BSU women's basketball game.
Saturday Boise State travels to
Ogden Ul. to wrestle in a tri-dual
with \/'I.eber State,' rvbntana and
Northem Arizona.
"Our match with Ulah State
should be nip and tuck all the way.
Aggies are always a strong
", " a ,, ~--~
and our rivalry with them has
"5'l (l::lin,Poi in intensity each year.
will be another close match
should go down to the
" said Young.
Saturday, when the Broncos
Weber State in the
::',;trii-rlu;~1. maybe then they'll get a
to settle who is the .
r:::,iikincJoinin the Big Sky. Last time
[:JBSlJ wrestled \/'I.eber,the IJlAldcats

January

1ftE,BOOKsrORE
1IRJ IlolSe Stale Un/VGrIIIv

BUZZARD uMid-sport220"

ENTIi\E STOCK
MEN"S (, l.A.DI~S". SKI
PAIi\KAS .. 11ST QUALITY
11919-80

�/,

.. Alpine

iiim~ll!""l.~!!lllll!l
..
.~

:..:

Dsslens
SPECIAL PURCHASE
MEM"S & LADIES" SKI
\PARKAS, VESTS 6'
"f.,9

STYLES & COILOb\S

i:v1 easy tuming ski because of even flex distribution. Fiberglass ski
built in polyurethane In-:,..
jectlon-molded system.
a great ski at a sensational price.

~-

..;

a~ZARDuSecure
Deslqned for the recreational skier who wants
the ski to grow with the
ability. Handles well on
hard snow and Is easy to
tum.

DIDDlERS
Noweo.

i" i

Reg. 165.00

•

IF.!! ~

et:: &-fa

Medium"

i"'~

Reg. 185.00

§(~.

"

IE: IlR3

uFlex" lI\edng Smd
Reg. 275.00
Fischer's top-of-the-Iine
racing ski Is priced just ~.\
right for you now! .Thls .• ".'.•..
high energy ski will
'.~
out-perform them all.
:CC

FF
Sunset has made a special purchase from
Alpine Q3signs and Is passing the savings on
to you! Goose down parkas and vests for
both men and ladles. Also polyfill bibs.
. These are all 1979-80 styles and are available
in many different colors. Select factory irrs.

IF fa ~

The entire stock of W1lte Stag -"MlUntaln
Goat," "Expertise," and "Action Sports" ski
parkas are marked down 25%off our everyday
low prices. These are top quality ski parkas
with that perfect styling for the serious skier.

GARROH;r
Men's Magnum" or
Ladies' Arpege" Boots

et:: I:H'lIE rpll

§\Qcing cut ....Turbo" Ski

i"

The "Racing Cut Turbo"
is for the skier who Is .•t.'.•
ready to make that big ..
step Into serious skiing.
"

JOFFA.

SPLITKlEN
'::::"";'9'-f-

W exable X-C'Skis

X-C Ooots

Reg. 65.00

$2

Reg. 29.95

$

. Reg~~:1\

"

CHOICE
Choose from either of these
versatile recreational boots. A
great boot value in a complete
range of sizes.
.

LOCATIONS
TO SERVE
YOU

reg. 200.00

52

88

88

Qlrable cross country skis
that are constructed from
fine hardwoods, with IIgno-'
stone edges.

Great performance for recreatlonal skiers. . Sizes for
both men and women.

a,d

.ln Dolse:Corn ... of
& Main
. Corner of Fairview (, Curtis .
In Nampa: i03i Hcmpc-Caldwell Dlvd~ "
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The Tiki
s:
A 'Film ,Buy-line
This week the reviewers went and
In Stylo which stars George
Burns, Art Carney, and Lee Strasberg.
Going In Style Is currently playing at
the Overland Park Theaters.

saw Going

Burt ('*

Anthony

**V2)

Because BSU no longer supports a strong and exciting oncampus film series (Burt Reynolds
and Barbara Streisand
grade-C
flicks, a couple of token foreign
films, these are hi9h cinema?),

students and Boise movie lovers
must depend on focal theaters for
fine films. Luckily, Going in Style
is playing in town. George. Bums ,
Art Carney-and Lee Strasberg are
all a joy to behold
in this
bittersweet tale of senior citizen
larceny. Seldom have small joys
and large sorrows been so charming on-screen-unless
one recalls
the days when BSU used to show
CONnNUED

TO

PAGE
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Son helm Revue
ens in FebruolY
BSlJ-A

revue of songs written
by Broadway composer Stephen
Sondheim
February,

will be produced
in
according
to director

Fred Norman.
"Side by Side

by Sondhelrn,"

said Norman, is ashowthat
traces
the work of the songwriter
who
began his climb to fame by writing
the lyrics for ''\I"Ikst Side Story."
The

40

selections

in the show are

tied together with narration.
'This is a show we've wanted to
do for two years ... we've-just been
waiting for the right occasion,"
said Norman.
. The production is oeing soonsored by the Uliversity
Community
Arts Association
as a'
tribute. to the tvbrrison
Center,
which IS planned to be built on
the Boise State campus.
"Side by Side by Sondheim" will

Norman said Sondheim is r-e:garded by critics
as the "best
musical writer in the world."
A
recent article in Time magazine
called Sondheim the "salvation of
the American theatre. "
His ballad "Send in the Clowns"
from "A Little Night MJsic" has
become an American classic.
The show will
feature
four
singers, tv'Bry Jane \/'\.ebb, Bitsy
Quinn,
Pat Henderson,
ana

be open Feb. 1 for 10 dinner
theatre performances at Old Vlbrld
Catering in Boise and then move
to the BSU Special Events Center
Feb. 11 for 14 evenings.
Show
time Is 8:15 p.rn, rvbst of the performances
are
already sold out, but Norman said
tickets are still available for dinner
theatre
Feb. 10, and Special
Events Center shows Feb. 13, 20,
21, and 22.

Gordon Eichmann, said Norman.
Others involved
in the show
include Jim V\atkinson,
Gerald
Schroeder, Carolyn Johnson
and
Katie Stein.
'
Tlcketreservations
canbemade
..
by calling
Norman's'
office
at
Boise State, 385-1551, at the
BSU Student Union Information
Booth, or by writing to Side by
Side, clo tvbrrison Center, Box
7261, Boise, Idaho 83707.

FOREIGN
CAR PARTS
ACCUSORIIS rOOI
PART'S FOR • AUOI • AUSllN HEAlEY.
B.M.W .• CAPRI
• DATSUN. RAT • HONDA. MV\CfDE5-0ENZ • MQ • OPEL
• "mD
• PORSCHE • TOYOTA. TRIUMPH. VOlVO
•

V()U(SWAGEN

student
Discounts Available
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI FRATERNITY~ ,

IS:
a professional"
training ground
The Professionally oriented fraternity Is the'inedium
through which students with common professional
Interests can develop lasting relationships among
themselves as well as with pracflcing professionals
Professional Fratemity chapters gooerally enjoy strong
faculty support because they help bridge the gaps, real
or imagined, between students, faculty, and practicing
professionals.
Professional fraternities follow
programs in selection and development of members
which stress the importance of high professional ethics
Rigid
standards,
and
exemplary
practices.
. Professional fratemitlesemphasize
the importance of
professional development programs sponsored by their
chapters to supplement the regular scholastic program,
oftem conducting extensive programs of speakers,
tours, forums, and research projects deslqned to
broaden the professional experience of their members.
RUSH rve:nNG
Feb.

21, 1980 Ada

You save:
Gov'Ladds 2-10r-l:

Lounge, SUB

7:30 -1 0:00

S225

TOlal:
Education Bonus:

tfP4

157UGROVE

Pcr Mo. 2 Yrs,
S75
S1800
SI50
S3600
55100
S2000

III

SSIOO
$4000

$8100
56000

S7-100 S12,100 SI-I,l00'

Total Benefits:
'Ur

3 Yrs.' ~ Yrs.
52700 S2700
S5·100 S5,100'

$4,000 and $6,000 for two-, three- and
four-year enlistments respectively.

AWE6WHOf~~

As a soldier, you'll have seen and
done things most college freshmen only
dream about.
You'll have handled responsibility,

faced challenges; and lived and worked.
with pe?ple ~rom almost every back"i¥
t f • ground imaginable.
The Army can help you save a 1.0 0
Thl's experience will give you more
money for college. In a two.-year enlistthan the money for an education. It will
rnent, you can accumulate up to $7400. In
teach you the value of having one.
three years.. up to SI2,100.And as much
_ n EBlB~' N1!~
as SI4,100 in four years.
~
Lfll~
It's the Veterans' Educational AssistNow's the time to learn more about'
anee Program (VEAP, for short), and it
VEAP, and to decide whether you want to
gets you two dollars for everyone dollar
take advantage of it;
you save for college (see chart).
Just call the toll-free number below.
And now, if you qualify, it can include
Better yet, call your local Army Recruiter.
educational bonuses of up to $2,000,
The number's in the Yellow Pages.
SJO\)..l mort is a\lal!a~1c

a

b.,lIlm.

if

)OU

cnILsI tor tour p:m in certain

UP TO $1.411\l00 ~.
In

FORWI

skllh .•

fORMA1101

tW\LL
TOll
100 ..431·1234
In N.Y.; ca1l800-942-1~90

--,"-,

,_~.
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PUTT INTERMOUNTAIN THEATRES

theTalkies--CONTINUED

DUSTIN HOFFMAN
MERYL

STREEP.

Kramer
vs•
::Kramer
~

[ffiJ

Barbara
STEVE MARTIN

1h~EK)<
: U,.IV(lIU-L "CTURll!!I

!MJST
END SOON

... sallslac"on
guaranteed.

I.
..

TliE'

:,'. i
OPEN FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY:
BOX OFFICE AT 6:45PM
SHOW BEGI NS AT 7:00PM

BETTE
MIDLER
.

AL~TES

®STU

FROM

PAGE

Karl Knapp (

13

films. like Fellini's La Strada,
Bergman'S Smiles of a Summer
Night,
the
Czech 'Intimate
Lighting, any Chaplin film ....
Lkltil next Fall and a new film
series, see Going in Style.
Jones

(***)

This week's movie, Going in
Style, shows us that there is life
after 70. George Bums and his
cronies demonstrate that with a
little imagination, senior citizens
can have a beneficial influence on
the community, while supple.mentlng thelr tlxed incomes at the
same time.
Going in Style is
"delightfully"
funny, but only
incidentally so. \I\41i1emany will
object to the bank robbery's-early
culmination, this approach allows
for the real message of the movie
to come through. For those of
you who want merely to be
entertained, leave after the bank
robbery.
If you want to see
another side of old age (and the
rest of the movie) stay awhile.

** 112)

Boredom. No, not the movie.
It's the hum-drum life-style of
lhreeeiderly park bench-warmers
(George Bums,. M Gamey and
Lee Strasberg) unsatisfied with
their lives. Unsatisfied, that is,
until Joe rams (George Bums)
gets this crazy idea that robbing a
bank might perk up their tedious
existences.
\I\41at follows, I
guess, would normally be de- _
scribed as "sad but delightful
comedy," although I am reiuctant
to deem any movie "delightful."
\I\41i1ethe bank heist does indeed
revitalize these crusty old dogs, it.
. happens a bit prematurely, both .
for the viewer and ror the boys;
after all, had the robbery (obviously the climax of the movie)
taken place nearer the end, not
only might I have been spared
from watching a film that dragged
in spots, but might. also have
prevented the expirations of twothirds of this motley crew.
!'levertheless, George Bums lives
on in this "Light-hearted comedy." Social Security doesn't pay.

J

i
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THE ROSIE

DD I DOLBY STEREO I
Weekdays at 7:00 & 9:20
Malineos saturday & Sunday at
2:00, 4:30, 7:00 & 9:20

·~!AD.

.
~~

.~

THE

MOTION

~

~
PICTURE

Weekdays at
4:30, 6:00, 7:00, 8:30 a 9:30
Mallnees Saturday & Sunday at
1:00,2:00,3:30,4:30,
6:00,7:00.8:30 & 9:30

IPG
<lID I
-#1
-#2

JOHN CARPENTER'S "THE FOG" A DEBRA HILL PRODUCTION
Stprring ADRIENNE BARBEAU, JAMIE LEECURTIS, JOHN HOUSEMAN
and \JANET LEIGH as Kathy Williamsl
and starring HAL HOLBROOK as Father Malone
.
Producro by DEBRA HILL Written by JOHN CARPENTER and DEBRA HILL Directed by JOHN CARPENTER
Executive Producer CHARLES B. BLOCH an ENTERTAINMENTDISCOVERIES, INC. PRESENTATION Read the
"",VAVCOi:M8ASSY

PICTURES Release.
.
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OPENSfEDUARY iST AT A THEATRE NEAi\ YOU

.

Wednesday

Jan. 30

Intramural coei'voileyball opens.
PREED, Nez Perce Room, SUB,
a a.m.-5 p.m,
Foreign
language-literature
Colloqulm,
Penny Schoriover
"Karl
Kraus'. Last Days 0;
Mankind: The Dangers of Human
Folly," In English, 4 p.rn., Teton
Room, SUB.
Arbller Issue n19 on the stands.

Thursday. Jan. 31
Basketball vs, Idaho State,
GYM.

a

......................... -

p.rn.,

Audubon Wildlife Film, "Coastline
. California," 8 p.m., SPEC.
Last day of 75% foo refund.
Intramural roster due lor swimming
moot.
.
Gymnastics vs. U of Calgary, at
Missoula.
PREED, Nez Perce, SUB a a.m.-5 p.m.

Friday Feb.' i
ASB Film:

"A Clockwork Orange,"
a p.rn., SPEC.
Women's basketball
vs. Eastem
Washington, 1 p.rn., GYM.
Wrestling vs. Montana State, 3:30
p.rn., GYM.
Idaho Public Theater's
"Sleuth,"
8:15 p.rn., Bishop Tuttle House,
343-7560 for tickets.

University
Gallery,
Joe Price,
sorlgraphlcs; Warren MacKenzie.
ceramlcs, through Feb. 14.

Saturday Feb. 2
Women's basketball vs. Washington
State, 5:45 p.m., GYM.
Intramural,Swlmmlng moot.
ASB Film, "A Clockwork Orange,"
8 p.m., SPEC.
World-Wide,
Dream
Builders,
Ballroom, 6 a.m.-mldnlght.
Idaho Public Theater's "Sleuth," a: 15
p.rn.,
Bishop TUllie House,
343-7560 for tickets.

. Monday Feb. 4
Basketball, Athlatoi In Action, a p.m.,
GYM.
:
Workshop: Numlng Management 01
Pain, SUB.
•

Wednesday

Comic to
Perform

Feb. 6

Sunday Feb. 3

Facully Locture Serlos: . Dr•. Felix
Heap," The Evolution of Ideas and
Images of St. Francis of Assisl In
Art," 8 p.rn., Bolsean tounoe
SUB.
.
.

ASB Film, "A Clockwork Orange,"
8 p.rn., SPEC.

Arbiter Issue 1120 on the stands.

Filmma!<er
to Visit

UA- The Audobon 'MIdI/fa Series w/// be showing Albert J. W,ol's film, "California Coastline, "on
Thursday, January 31, 8:00 p.m. in the SPEC Center. It\bol:5 film focuses on a stretc~ of
ceutome» coast between San Francisco and Big Sur and is highlighted by some of the tinest
footage ever talfen of the once nearly extinct sea otter.

L(ES, MAAM,M~ ATTORNEC( 6ECAVSE I'M ALL WET,
THAT'S WI·jL{!Tl-lECEILING
AND I WOULD LIkE TO
SEE THE PRINClPAL ..WE'RE IN OUR ROOM LEAKS, AND
IT RAINS ON Mlf HEAD!
GOING TO SUE HIM!

Ml{ ATTOK'NE'f' HAS
GIVEN THIS CASE A
- LOT OF THOUGHT."

Bob Gardiner, an Academy
Award-winning filmmaker, will be
in Boise on February. 6 and 7,
1980. As part of the Boise Gallery
of Art's Visiting Artists Program,
Gardiner will be performing at the
Gallery on I,/'I"l3d
nesday night,
February 6, at 8 p.m. and will be
conducting a media workshop
Thursday, February 7, at 1:30 p.m.
on the Boise State University
Campus
in
the
Business
Department Auditorium 102.
The two-hour I,/'I"l3dnesdayperformance will include screening of
some of Gardiner's 16mm silent
films with piano accompanyment,
a number of Public Service
Announcements, his Claymation
t-blogram, fine arts slide shows,
and his 1975 fo.cademy Award
Wnner "Closed ~ndays" which
was totally executed through the
"claymation" animation process.
Wlile his performance is intended'
to be more entertainmentoriented, the Thursday V\brkshop
at BSU will be concentrating on
the technical aspects of animation
and how it applies to Gardiner's
work and films. Both activities are
.free and open to the public.

"WHEN I(OU60 INTO
AN AUORNE~, OFFICE
DOOR,l{OU WILLHAVE OF
TO PA~ FOR IT . THOUGHT
FIRST OR LAST"

BSU-Impersonator-comedian
rv'Brk tv\;Colluni will bring the
voices of the cowardly "Wzard of
Oz" lion, Kermit, the frog, and
Bvis, as well as many others, to
Boise State University Thursday,
Jan. 31.
M:;Collum, winner of the Third
Annual San Francisco Stand Up
Comedy competition with his
recent impressions of munchking,
cartoon heroes and musical artists
from John Denverto Led Zeppelin,
will begin his BSU performance at
8 p.m. in the BSU Student Union
Ballroom.
TIckets for the character
impersonation
show will be
available at the Student Union'
information booth for $2 general
admission and $1 for students.

Film to Show
atBGA
I>s part of the Boise Gallery of
Art's regular I,/'I"l3dnesdayNight
Program, a film on George Segal
has been scheduled for showing,
I,/'I"l3dnesday,
January 30, 1980 at 8
p.rn, The free public program, one
hour in length, was filmed in the
artist's New Jersey home and
studio and looks back over two
decades of Segal's achievements
reassembled for a retrospective
exhibition at the \ti.alker Art Center
in Mnneapolis several years ago.
An original and radical departure from traditional sculpture,
Segal's work deals with the continuity between plaster figures
and their respective surroundings.
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Classified
For sale
The "In" students at BSU shop at
Patricia's
9th
&
Main
"Old
Alexander's" TU(lS-Soturday 1.1a.m.-5
p.m. 1930's 'and 40's clothing and
collectables.
Pet PytOon. 5' long, very friendly,
complete with glass environment. $250
values for 5HiO. Call 342-o:l39 eves &
weekends.
1971 Dodge Charger SE, 383, Gets
about 20 mpg.
Runs good.
Call
4SB-8875 after 6 or leave a message at
385-1464 for Laurlo.
Collector's Automobiles '65 Mustang
$475.00. See at 3508 West State. '83
Lincoln Continental, $850.00.
'58
Dodge 5500.00. Call Cruiser 276-3747,
New Plymouth.
Lab pups FREE only because they need

llOIlle good homes.

343-9529.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADESI
send 11.00 for your 306-page cetalog of
collegiate research.
10,250 topics
listed.
Box 25097G, Los Angeles,
California, 90025. (213) 447-8826 ..
Two bedroom Apt.
$275.00 plus
5100.00 cleaning deposit.
Pets and
Children O.K.
Call Gordan Jones
376-2688 or Sharon Zimmerman after 4
p.m. 336-2688.
BABYSITTER: Afternoons to. fit your
class schedule. Sundays also. Mother
of. two loveable pre-schoolers wants
sitter who will entertain and enjoy her
children.
51.25/hr. or more. Call
336-9545.
Wantod
Kennedy for President
Please call 343-7587.

volunteers.

Lost

Set

01 several keys on a blue thong

keyrlng. Call 467.e461 or 466-8875
efter 6 or leave a message at 385-1464
for laurie.
.

JOB:;1
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIAI
Little expo Fantastic Tlpsl
Payl
51600,$3800 summer,
Thousands
needed.
Casino's,
Restaurants,
Ranches, Cruisers, Rafting, etc. Send
$4.95 lor Appllcantlons/lnfo/Referrals.
LAKEWORLD6 Box 60129, Sa::to, CA
95860.
.
MENI
WOMENI
JOBSI
CRUISESHIPSI/SAILING
EXPEDITIONS/SAILING CAMPS. Ne experience. Good Pay .• Summer. Career.
NATIONWIDE· WORLDWIDEI Send
$4.95 for APPLICATIONIINFO/RE-I
FERRALS to CRUISEWORLD a !:lUX
60129, sacramento, CA 95860
You don't need to be poor while you.are
In school. Earn substantial Income with
pen-time work.
Excellent training,
flexible hours.
3 credit hours are
poaslble. For more Informmlon call
377-0210 and talk to Hank Weatherby
or Bob Rice m Northwestern Mutual
Life.

ForRont
Student priced apta. for rent.
All
utilities paid. Located on city bus line.
Off street parking. 1 bdrm 5188.00, 2
bdrm $172.00. For more' Information
please ca'i ~Z-\l144.
. LEARN TO FLY
Most Reasonable Rates In'Boise Area
Call 336-4049 After'5 p.m.
Models wanted for various types of
.. photography.
No experience necessary. Good !lay. Write for application
to: P.O. Box 3387 Boise, Idaho 83703.
. Crazy Eplsco,pallans
to Join the
Canterburyclub. Meets Wed. 7p.m.ln
the Catholic student center.
Phone
,38?-1e13 for Information ..
PerDOMol
, Per!!on'a wishing to ride their French or
EngliSh 10 opeeds this spring shOUld·
have n~
repairs done while It Is·
B!IIIWinter - GEORGE.

NO, TIMMY,LASSIE'S NOT·A
WHALE, SHE'S A COlLIE.
"Mr. Kiwi, I'm ever so Urad, could you
wrlto tho column tonight?
Goeh,
thllnlal, and TImmy lovos you too."
My Mend Gina Bayl coUloa are shoop
dogs, but to me thoy seem to be very
IndIlpendent thlrtkera.
(Spesklng 01
Independant thlrtkorll, I don't knowWHERE they got lut week's column
lrom •••) My levorlta IlG!gllbor dog 01
my whole lIle so lar, I beliovlI, WDS an
OlItmordlnllrlly gracelul miniature collie
who IIvlld down tho stl'08t lrom mil at
1n83 South Weat Mordoo (Pleaso note
the Intolll9t1ng rhyme scheme Inharont
In thllt address. I ramember my bSst
Irlend, lIndy'e,phmle·
number. too:
636-7007. Butlhat'e lerrlbly besIde the \
POInt: Isn't It.). ,1''10 wantod to. own 0
Shoftle ewr einct\.
Which Isn't to Illy that I pro/er collloa
10 whal!lll, by any means, no, and , most
certainly do not, oltor all, I rema!n ever
loyal to tho tclellis 01 thlo column.
Collloa ere much 88eler to hooSll and
loed, howaver. And I stili love my cat,
Plana, best 01 all.
Well, I must lIOy, thore' •. · an
exceedingly violent 111mbeing 8hown
this weekend by tho ASB, and any party
Inlfll1lStod In Illicurlngfroe tickets te
lIOklo111m should tell Cothy ot the
~rbller (2l'Id floor SUB) the tltla end
director thareol.
.
.. ..The claadllno, so to apeok, Is Friday
-lit

noon.

....

.....~...
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The new HP-41C has more than any handheld
calculator HP has ever offered. More capability,
flexibility, ease-of-use features and options:
Memory Modules; an "extra smart" Card Reader;
a Printer; the Wand-a
new input device; and
Application Modules.
Truly, the HP-41C represents a totally new
standard of design for all handheld calculators.

THE CALCULATOR.
It features over 130 functions and offers up
to 400 lines of program memory or 63 data storage
registers-expandable
to 319 registers or up to
2,000 lines, And for power, ease-of-use and
efficiency - RP N Logic.
Ii communicates. The HPAIC's alphanumeric
capability lets you name and label programs,
functions, variables, constants-and
prompt for
data with words or sentences,
"Customize" it. Reassign any standard'
function, any programs you've written, or programs provided in the Application Modules-to
any keyboard location you want. (Blank keyboard
overlays let you notate these assignments.)
Continuous memory. Even when turned off.
the HP-41C retains all your program, data and
key assignments.
Enhanced programmability.
No complicated
language tolearn. And alpha capability lets you,
label programs with easy-ta-remember
names. The
HP-41C also features: up to 6 levels of subroutines; 10 conditionals, and 56 internal flags;
specific loop control; indirect addressing; local and
global branching.

A WHOLE NEW STANDARD.
HP-41C is a synthesis of the latest state-ofthe-art technology and HP human engineering. It's
powerful, easy-to-use and flexible enough to solve
a multitude of problems. And it's backed by
comprehensive reference and training materialsincluding a full range of software,
The·HP-4!C-no
wonder it's a whole new
standard in personal calculators. And at just $295
for the handheld unit, it delivers unprecedented
capability for the money.
We invite you to stop in today for a complete
"hands-on" demonstration
of this remarkable
HP-41C. A calculator, a system, a whole new
standard.
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Used Calculator
Texas Instruments SR 51 -'1,1Guaranteed 30 days on1YS33.00
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